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1. Introduction 
The finite moment  problem consists in solving the fol lowing integral equat ion of the first k ind 
with discrete data: 
f11x,- (x) Af=lx ,  (A f )  i=  _ dx ,  i= l  . . . .  ,m,  (1.1) 
where/x = (~1 . . . .  , Fro) T is the known moment  vector and f~ L2[ - 1, 1] is an unknown funct ion 
[3]. This prob lem derives from the inf inite-dimensional  moment  problem, original ly studied by 
Hausdor f f  [2,8]. 
When the moment  vector is exactly known, the normal  solution (min imum norm least squares 
solution) of the finite moment  problem may be evaluated by orthogonal  po lynomials  [13]. 
However,  this conclusion is numerical ly effective only for moderate ly  high values of m, because 
there is a progressive loss of accuracy in the computat ion  of the coeff icients of the or thogonal  
polynomials  [13]. Recently, the finite moment  prob lem has been studied considering, more  
realistically, noisy moments  [5,15]. 
In this paper  we consider noisy moments  and we assume that the solut ion f satisfies, in 
addit ion to (1.1), the boundary  constraint 
L f  = O, (1.2) 
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where 
1,] 1,1 
[ f(1) I f ' ( -1 )  " 
In order to convert he finite moment problem with boundary constraints into an unconstrained 
problem, we solve problem (1.1), (1.2) in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) H. More 
precisely, in Section 2 we prove that in H the normal solution f+ is a polynomial of degree 
m + 3, which satisfies, in addition to the boundary constraint L f  = 0, a complementary boundary 
constraint; in Section 3 we develop an efficient method to solve, for moderately high values of 
m, finite moment problem (1.1) with boundary constraint (1.2); in Section 4, assuming that the 
moment vector is noisy, we approximate f+ by a regularized solution f and we give an estimate 
of the approximation error; in Section 5 numerical results, which illustrate the obtainable 
accuracy of the method, are presented. 
2. M in imum norm solut ion 
Let L 2 be the Hilbert space L2[--1, 1] where, as usual, the inner product and the induced 
norm are 
fl (u,  V}L'-: u (x )v (x )dx ,  I [u l l2 :=(u ,  U}L 2, 
-1 
and let H = { f: f , f '  absolutely continuous, f "  ~ L 2 and L f= 0} be the Hilbert space equipped 
with the inner product and the induced norm 
(u ,  v) = (u" ,  d')L2,  II u II 2 = (u,  u) .  
The Hilbert Space H is a RKHS, i.e~, there exists a function K : [ - 1, 1] × [ - 1, 1] --> R, called 
the Reproducing Kernel (RK), satisfying the following properties: (i) for any fixed x ~ [ - 1, 1], 
we have Kx(. ) = K(x ,  • ) ~ H; (ii) for any f~ H we have 
f (x )=(K~,  f}  Vx~[ -1 ,1 ] .  (2.1) 
From (2.1) and the definition of inner product in H, setting K"( t )  = ~J2K(z, t ) /~) t  2 it follows 
that 
K~(y) = (K(,', <')L~, 
where 
k(z-1)(t+l), -1~t~._~1, 
K'. '(t)  = if L = L 1, 
½( t -  1)( :  + 1), - l<~z<~t<<.l ,  
K" ( t )  = (z -  t )+= max{z-  t, 0}, if L= L 2. 
For properties and further examples of RKHS, see [1,9]. 
By Riesz' theorem, applied to the bounded linear functional A : H---, R",  the existence and 
the uniqueness in H of m representers follow, namely { ~i } i m= l, such that 
(A f ) i  = (]~i, f}  = (~;', f "}L  ~-" f~  H, i = 1 . . . . .  m. (2.2) 
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By the properties of H and relation (1.1), these functions may be expressed as follows: 
,, ,, - _f llYi-1 ' ~/ , (x )=(K" ,  ~/i)L ~, ~/i(x )= K;  (x) dy ,  i=1  . . . . .  m. (2.3) 
Let f+ be the normal solution in H of the finite moment  problem 
Af=l*, (Af) i=(~l ,   f ) ,  i=1  . . . . .  m. (2.4) 
The properties of a bounded linear operator from a Hilbert space to a finite-dimensional Hilbert 
space [18] imply that 
f+~S(A) ' ,  U (d)±=R(A*)=span{~,  . . . . .  ~,,, }, (2.5) 
where N(A) is the null space of A, N(A) ± is its orthogonal complement,  A* is the adjoint of A 
and R(A*)  is the range of A* 
From (2.3) it follows that 
deg(~b) - - i+3 ,  L~ b=0 and M,  b=0,  i=1  . . . .  ,m,  (2.6) 
[ f ' (1 )  i f L=L  1 and Mf=M2f= i f L - -L  2. 
I f  '" (1) 
(2.7) 
We remark that, while the condition L~i = 0 simply assures that ~/i ~ H, the condition M,/i = 0 
must be considered as a "complementary constraint" typical of the representers. 
Relations (2.5) and (2.7) state in particular that f+  is a polynomial of degree m + 3 which 
satisfies both the initial and the complementary boundary constraints. The normal solution is 
m 
f+= E °q%li, (2.8) 
i=1 
where a + is the solution of the system 
Ga= l*, gij= (~i, ~j), i , j=  l , . . . ,  m. 
As m increases, this system cannot be numerically solved, because the Gram matrix G becomes 
severely ill-conditioned. 
Essentially for this reason, the method that we propose is based on the construction of a set 
{ ~i } of orthonormal polynomials uch that span{ ~i } = span{ 7/, }. 
Even if it is usual to solve the finite moment  problem by orthogonal polynomials, the idea of 
solving the finite moment  problem with additional constraints by orthogonal polynomials is new. 
3. The method 
The orthonormal polynomials { ~/i } may be obtained applying the Gram-Schmidt  procedure 
to the polynomials (v//}. However, we have found that this procedure becomes unstable as m 
increases. For this reason, we have developed a method based on the next theorem to obtain 
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Theorem 3.1. The mentioned polynomials { ~i ) can be obtained as follows: 
~,(x )=(K" ,  ~7)/2, with ~7(x)=~w-(x )P i _a (x ) ,  (3.1) 
where w(x) = (1 - x)'~(1 + x) 13, P,-1 is the Jacobi polynomial of degree i - 1 orthonormal in L 2 
with respect o the weight function w, and (a, fl) = (2, 2) g L = L 1 or  (a ,  f l )  = (4,  O) / f  L = L 2. 
Proof. The polynomials { fi, ) are orthonormal in H because, by the orthonormality of Jacobi 
polynomials, 
(~l,, GIj} = (~l;', ~ l j )L  2 = (w "P i -1 ,  Pj-1}L= = 8, j ,  i , j  = 1, . . . ,  m. 
The definition of ~1~' states that it is a polynomial of degree i + 1 such that %~'( - 1) = G/;'(1) -- 0 
if L = L 1 and G/~'(1) = ~/,'" (1) = 0 if L = L2, so that in any case MG b = 0. Moreover, taking into 
account he expression of K~", (3.1) implies that L~Ti = O. 
Since deg(Di)= deg(~/i), L~ =L*li  and M~b= M*I,, the orthonormal polynomials {Gb} are 
then a basis for span{ ~7~ }- [] 
The above theorem shows that the orthonormal polynomials {Gli } can be generated in a very 
accurate way by means of the Jacobi polynomials { Pi-x}. Besides, f+  can be expressed as 
follows: 
f+= ~ B+~b, (3.2) 
i--1 
where, in consequence of (2.4), B + is the solution of the system 
Gfl- -!  l, g, i j=(*l i ,  GIj}, i, j= l  . . . . .  m. (3.3) 
The orthogonality of { %i } implies that G is a lower triangular matrix. 
Theorem 3.2. The matrix G is better conditioned than G; in fact, 
cond(5)  = ~/cond( G ) .  
Proof. From the orthonormality of { ~/i } we have 
j= l  
Hence, from (2.8) follows that 
i=l i=l j=l  j= l  i 
and consequently we can write 
f l+=dTa + and # l=Gf l+= GdTot+=Gt i  +, 
from which we obtain 
G=(~(~ T and cond(G)=(cond(G) .  [] 
m 
+^ 
flj ~/j, 
j= l  
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Fig. 1. Cond(G): solid line (L  = L1), dashed line (L  = L2). 
Since G is a triangular matrix, it is immediate to solve system (3.3). However, even if the 
matrix G is much better conditioned than G, cond(G) increases exponentially with respect o m, 
as shown in Fig. 1, so that it is crucial to evaluate carefully its elements. 
For moderately high values of m we achieve a satisfactory precision connecting G to the lower 
triangular matrix T whose elements 
tij = (X  i - l ,  W "P j_ l )L  2, i, j = 1 . . . . .  m,  (3.4) 
are the weighted moments of the Jacobi polynomials { pa_ 1 }. 
From (3.3) and (3.1) we obtain 
Lj = (n;', (3.5) 
Furthermore, from (2.3), recalling that Mr/i = 0, in a straightforward way we find that 
* l ; ' (x ) -  i ( i  + 1) Oi-a(x) '  
i 
where O,_,(x)  = E ~h x*-h 
h=l  
½(1- ( - -1 )h ) ,  if (a,  fl) = (2, 2), 
and 3'h= h, i f (a ,  f l )=(4 ,0 ) .  
(3.6) 
Consequently, (3.4)-(3.6) state the following connection between the elements of G and T: 
1 i 
g, i j -  i ( i  + 1) y'~ ]lhti-h+l'J" (3.7) 
h=l  
To evaluate T we use the three-term recurrence relationship, characteristic of the Jacobi 
orthogonal polynomials { qj } standardized by 
qj(1) = (a + 1) . . .  (a + j )  
j!  
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which can be expressed as follows [14]: 
ajqj+,(x) = (bjx + cj)qj(x) - djqj_,(x), 
where 
j :  1, 2 . . . . .  (3.8) 
qo(x) = 1, ql(x) = 1[(a + fl + 2)x + a - fl], 
aj = 2( j  + 1)(a + fl + j  + 1)(a + fl + 2 j ) ,  
bj=(a+ ,8+ 2j)(a+ fl+ Zj+ l)(a+ fl+ Zj+ 2), 
cj = (a + fl + 2 j  + 1)(a 2 -  f12), dj = 2(a +j)(fl +j)(a + j8 + 2j + 2). 
Relation (3.8) allows to construct he lower triangular matrix T, whose elements 7ij = (x '-1, w- 
qj_l)L2 are the weighted moments of the Jacobi polynomials {qj}, by the following four-term 
recurrence relationship: 
bj'{i+l.j+l = a j '{ i , j+2-  cjTi,j+ 1 + dj~i2 , (3.9) 
where i= l  . . . . .  m- l ,  j= l  . . . . .  i. 
The matrix ;? being lower triangular, from (3.9) immediately follows that the evaluation of 
7i+1.j+1, i = 1 . . . . .  m - 1, j = 1.. .  i, only needs the knowledge of the first column of T, whose 
elements are 
1 
8(1--(--1)i)i(i+2)(i+4) , if (a, r )  = (2, 2), 
= [( ( i+2)2 -3  _ (1+(_1) ,  ) ( i+2)  ] 
7/1 8 1 - ( -1 ) ) i ( i+2) ( i+4)  ( i+1) ( i+3)  ' 
if (a, B) = (4, 0). 
Since pj = qj/l[ qj [I, the nonzero elements of matrix T can be obtained by ;? as follows: 
~J i=1  ... .  ,m- - l ,  j=  1 , . . . , i ,  t i j -  ~ j j  ' 
where 
32 , ( j ( j+ l )  
dj:(qj_ l ,  w.qj_l)C 2= 2j+3 j+2) ( j+3) '  
32 
2 j+3 
if (a, r )  = (2, 2), 
if (a, fl)=(4, 0). 
In the absence of noise the evaluation of the normal solution is then based on the following 
steps: generation of Jacobi orthonormal polynomials {p, }, computation of the lower triangular 
matrix T, computation of the lower triangular matrix G, solution of the lower triangular system 
(3.3), evaluation of expansion (3.2). 
4. Regularized solution 
The previous method, as shown in Table 2, is very efficient when the moment vector is exactly 
known and m is moderately high. However, since in the applications the moments are generally 
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noisy, hereafter we consider the noisy moment vector 
/.g =/~ + c, 
where the errors q are assumed to be uncorrelated random variables, each with mean value 0 
and variance o 2 (E[~i] = 0, E[cicj] = o23ij, i, j = 1 . . . . .  m). 
Let X ~ R + be the regularization parameter. The regularized solution of the equation Af  = i ~, 
with the boundary constraint L f  = O, is then the minimizer in H of the functional 
1 
J x ( f )=2t l l f l l 2+-~l lA f - l~[ I  2, X~R +, (4.1) 
where II" IP 2 = ( . ," ) and ]l" II 2 is the Euclidean norm in R "~. This minimizer, denoted by f~, is 
the unique solution in H of the Euler equation 
( m2tI + A*A ) f = A*l ~,  
where I is the m × m identity matrix. 
The Euler equation shows in particular that f~ ~ R (A*) and so it can be expanded as follows: 
m 
f;~ = ~ fl~,.i~i- (4.2) 
i=1 
From (4.1) it results that the vector B~, is the minimizer of the quadratic function 
1 
Qx(/~) = X II B 1122 + ~ II GB - t~" II 2. (4.3) 
In order to minimize Qx at several values of X, an efficient computational procedure is based on 
the "singular value decomposition" (SVD). By the SVD [7], we obtain G= UZV T, where 
UTU=VTV=I ,  2;=d iag(o  1 . . . . .  o m} and o 1>~o 2>~ . . -  >~%>0.  Letting 
/~= vT~,  /2"= uTj~" and Zx= ( rnX I+ Z2) - I z  2, (4.4) 
since 2; and Z x are diagonal matrices, the regularized vector 
/j; = ZxZ-II~ ' (4.5) 
can be easily computed for different values of X. 
From (3.2) and (4.2), by the orthonormality of polynomials (f/i) and the orthogonality of 
matrix V, it follows that 
I I ]~- f  + J l2=Jl] J ; , - j8 + 112=11/~-~ + 112 2 , (4.6) 
where/~+= vT~ +. Therefore we obtain, in a straightforward way, the following lemma on the 
uniform approximation error of f+  by f~. 
Lemma 4.1. For any ~ ~ R + and any error vector c, 
[ I f [ - /+  I1~ ~< c l l /~, - /~+ ll2, (4.7) 
where c = lv~ if L = L 1 and c = 2v/6 if L = L 2. 
Proof. From the definition of RK and from (4.6), we obtain for the absolute value of the 
approximation error: 
I f~(x)  - f+(x)  I = I (gx ,  f ; , - f+) l  <~ I lgx I1" I I /~- f  + II = [Igx I1" II/~;,-/~+ 112, 
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from which 
II f [  - f+  I[ o~ ~< max II Kx I1" II/~ - /~+ II 2- x 
Inequality (4.7) immediately follows, since for any x ~ [ -  1, 1], 
I i  2 2 (1 -x ) ,  if L=L1,  
II Kx I[ 2 = liKe' I1~=  (1 + x) 3, if L = L 2 . [] 
(4.8) 
Lemma 4.2. With the foregoing notation, the following inequality holds: 
II/~,{ - f l+ II = ~< II 2 - '  112- II ( I  - ~ 'x ) /2  - -Y~gll 2, 
where ~ = UTC. 
(4.9) 
Proof. Let / ix  be the regularized vector corresponding to the noiseless moment  vector #; by (4.5), 
jSx = ~;~-1~,  ~= uT~. (4.10) 
Besides, from (3.3) and the SVD of G, 
/~+= ~-1/2. (4.11) 
Then, from (4.5), (4.10) and (4.10), (4.11), respectively, we obtain 
]J;, - /~  = 2- '2 lxf ,  (4.12) 
]iX -- ]J+= ~- I (~x  -- I )~ ,  (4.13) 
from which (4.9) immediately follows. [] 
It is well known that the correct choice of the regularization parameter is of great importance 
[4,12,17]. 
From Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 we immediately obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. For the approximation error the following inequality holds: 
II f [  - f + II ~ ~ c ll~"- l ll 2 Rax/2, 
where c is the constant of Lemma 4.1 and R x = I [ ( I -  ~x) /2 -  ~xfl]22 . 
Since/2 and f are unknown, R x cannot be minimized. However, if the variance o2 is known, 
from the assumed mean and covariance properties of the errors it follows that 
E [Rx]  = [1(1-Nx)/~ [] 2 + O 2 trace(~12). 
Consequently, an unbiased estimate of E[Rx] is given by 
/}x = II ( I  - ~x)/2 ~ I1 2 _ oz t race( / -  22x) a + o 2 t race(~) .  (4.14) 
Therefore, if o 2 is known, the minimizer of /}x appears to be an effective approximation of the 
opt imum value of the regularization parameter. 
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An estimate of this type has already been proposed by Mallows [10] in the context of ridge 
regression, but using a very different procedure. This method, hereafter referred to as Mallows' 
criterion, has been applied as well in other contexts [4,6]. 
It is well known that, when there is a lack of reliable information on the variance, in the 
assumed mean and covariance hypothesis on c, the generalized cross validation (GCV) is an 
effective method to evaluate the correct value of ?t [16,17]. 
5. Numer ica l  resu l t s  
To illustrate the obtainable accuracy of the method, we report some numerical results on the 
recovery of the functional forms listed in Table 1. They are selected in order to study the 
recovery of smooth functions (fl, f2, f3) and of functions characterized by peaks (f4, fs) or by 
wide oscillations (f6, fT, f8)- Functions f4 and f8 have been already considered in [15], where 
the finite moment problem is investigated in presence of noisy data. 
We also remark that 
(1) while the functions { fl . . . . .  f6 } satisfy both the boundary conditions L l f=  0 and L2f= O, 
function f7 satisfies only the condition Laf= 0 and f8 only the condition L2f= 0; 
(2) among the functions atisfying condition L l f= O, functions fa, f2, f4, f5 and f6 satisfy as 
well the complementary condition Mlf = 0, whilst f3 and f7 do not; 
(3) among the functions atisfying condition L2f= 0, functions fl, f3, f4, f5 and f6 satisfy as 
well the complementary condition M2f= 0, whilst f2 and f8 do not. 
Let f be a functional form and f its recovery. Naturally, f - i s  computed following the 
procedure of Section 3 if 0 = 0 and the procedure of Section 4 if a > 0. To estimate the accuracy 
of the numerical results, we adopted the following index: 
E~ Ilf-fll~ ~ max( ~oi) l i  1 . . . . .  90} 
- II f I1~ ' II g l l  = ]g ( -1  + • = . 
which gives a measure of the relative uniform error. 
The quality of the solution depends on the number of the moments considered. However, 
since cond.(G) increases exponentially with m, the value of m cannot be arbitrarily large. Indeed 
increasing m, there is a progressive loss of accuracy in the evaluation of G, so that the maximum 
value of m essentially depends on the precision obtainable in all the computations. 
Using a 386-computer quipped with MATLAB [11], we believe that system G/3 =# can be 
"accurately" solved for m ~< 25, hence all the results must be viewed in the light of these 
Tab le  1 
List of test funct ions  
f l  = (1 + x)3(1 - x)  a 
f2 = (1 + x)3(1 - -  X )  3 
f3 = (1 + X)2(1 - -  X )  4 
201/3 
f4 = -~-  ((1 + X)2(1 -- X)(X + 3)) 20 
201/3 
f5 = ~6-  (( 1 -- x2)(  x + 3))20(( 1 + x)  2° + 50(1 -- x )20) 
f6 = sin(3~r( 1 + x))  -- s in (~r(1  + x) )  + 2 sin(7cr(1 + x) )  
f7 = s in (~r(1  + x ) ) - -  2 s in (~r (1  + x ) ) - -  ~(1 + x )  
f8 = s in (3v(  1 + x ) ) - -  5 a s in (~I r (1  + x) )  
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Table 2 
Errors in the absence of noise 
L = G f, A A A A f6 f7 
E~ 6.9.10 lo 7.4.10 lo 2.9.10 4 6.2-10 4 7.1.10 4 1.5.10-1o 5.3.10-4 
L= L 2 fa A A f4 A f6 f8 
E~ 1.3.10 -8 1.2-10 5 1.2.10-8 7.3"10 4 8.3"10 4 8.8,10--10 1.9.10-3 
constraints. For this reason, the numerical results here presented are obtained considering 
m = 25. 
In the absence of noise, the more significant results are listed in Table 2, which refers to the 
relative uniform errors obtained in the recoveries of test functions which satisfy the boundary 
constraint L~f= 0 or L2f= O. This table essentially shows that 
(1) the constraint m ~< 25 is not too restrictive, since for all the functional forms considered, 
E~ ~< 2" 10 -3, i.e., f and f are graphically indistinguishable; 
(2) there is no significant difference in the quality of the recoveries of the functions 
characterized by the boundary constraint Laf= 0 or by L2f= 0; 
(3) in the absence of noise, the complementary condition is very important; in fact, whenever 
it is satisfied, the error improves at least by a factor 5 • 10 -5. 
Let us assume 
0 - II t~ []2 
as the noise/signal ratio relative to the first m moments. 
If the moments are noisy, the more significant results are listed in Tables 3 and 4, which refer 
to the evaluation of the relative uniform error in the recoveries of the test functions which satisfy 
the boundary conditions Laf= 0 and L2f= 0, respectively. More precisely, the entries of such 
tables give, for each test function, the values of E~, obtained by the GCV (EGcv), by the 
Mallows' criterion (EMal) and by the minimization in R + (gbest) of the one-dimensional 
function 
II f~ - f  11 
g (X) -  I l f l l~  
These tables essentially show that 
Table 3 
Errors in presence of noise (L = L1) 
L=L 1 p=10 .7 0=10 -5 0=10 3 
Eocv EMal Ebest EGCV EMal Ebest EGCV EMal Ebest 
fl 1.5"10-5 1.4"10-5 9.3"10-6 5"3"10-4 5-3"10-4 4"7"10-4 1"5"10-2 1"2"10-2 3"9"10-3 
f2 1.1.10 -5 1.1.10 -5 6.8.10 -6 4.4-10 -4 4.1-10 -4 2.5.10 -4 1.6.10 2 3.5.10-3 3.3.10-3 
f3 7.7.10 .4 7.7.10 -4 7.4.10 4 3.2.10 3 3.2.10-3 2.2.10 3 3.8.10-2 1.6.10-2 1.1.10-2 
f4 1-8"10-2 1-8"10-2 1-8"10-2 5-7"10-2 5-5"10-2 4"6"10-2 1"5"01-1 1"5"01-1 1"5"01-1 
f5 2.1-10 .2 2.1"10 .2 2.1-10 .2 7.9"10 .2 7.9"10 .2 6.3"10 .2 1.3"01-1 1.2"01-1 1.2"01 -a 
f6 5-8"10-4 6"0"10-4 5"7"10-4 2"0"10-3 2"0"10-3 1"7"10-3 3'0"10-2 3"1"10-2 2"5"10-2 
f7 2.4.10 -3 2.4"10 3 1.1-10 3 1.4"10 2 1.4.10-2 8.3"10 3 8.3.10-2 8.3.10-2 8.0.10-2 
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Table 4 
Errors in presence of noise (L = L2) 
L=L 2 /9=10 7 0=10-5 0=10-3 
EGCV EMal  Ebest  EGCV EMal  Ebest  EGCV EMal  Ebest  
-/1 1.5.10 -5 1.4.10 -5 9.5-10 6 5.5.10--4 5.3.10--4 4.7.10--4 6.9.10--3 5.9-10 3 4.4-10 3 
f2 1.2-10 -4 1.2-10 -4 9.8.10 -5 6.7.10 4 6.8.10-4 5.8.10-4 7.1.10-3 7.1.10-3 7.1.10-3 
f3 1.2-10 -5 1.2.10 -5 5.6-10 6 4.3.10-4 3.9.10-4 1.9.10-4 3.2.10-3 3.2.10-3 2.2.10-3 
f4 1.9.10 2 1.9.10-2 1.9.10-2 5.7.10-2 5.7.10-2 4.4.10 2 1.4.10 1 1.4.10-1 1.4.10-1 
f5 2.2.10 2 2.2-10 2 2.2.10-2 8.0.10-2 8.0.10-2 6.2.10 2 1.1.10-1 1.1.10-1 1.1.10-1 
f6 5.8-10 -4 5.9-10 -4 5.6-10 -4 2.5.10 -3 2.5-10 3 2.0.10-3 3.5.10-2 3.6.10-2 2.7.10-2 
f8 7-9"10-3 7-9"10-3 4'1"10-3 1-7"10-2 1-7"10-2 1.3"10-2 8-5"10-2 8-7"10-2 8-3"10-2 
(1) even if the moments  are noisy, the constraint  m ~< 25 is not too restrictive; indeed for all 
test functions the relative uni form error is acceptable whenever the no ise /s igna l  ratio is 
moderate ly  high; 
(2) if the level of noise is known, so that the criterion of Mal lows is applicable, and the 
ment ioned mean and covariance hypothesis on the noise are satisfied, the cr iter ion of Mal lows 
and the GCV substantial ly give the same results; 
(3) the inf luence of the complementary  condit ion, as one may expect, quickly decreases as the 
no ise/s igna l  ratio increases. 
Finally, Fig. 2 shows, at three dif ferent levels of noise, the recovery of funct ion fs, a l ready 
considered in [15]. We believe that the recovery presented here is much better, essentially because 
the method that we propose allows to obtain an effective solution of the finite moment  prob lem 
with a higher number  of moments.  
1.5 . I I 
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Fig. 2. Function f8 (solid line); recovery by GCV (O = 10-5, dashed line; 0 = 10-3, dotted line). 
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Remark. The choice of the boundary constraints used here is due to its relevance in the 
applications. However, if two different linear boundary conditions are used, the RKHS changes, 
but the outline of the method, the order of regularization and the procedure to generate the 
appropriate orthogonal polynomials do not change. We believe that all these different situations 
should give similar numerical results. 
If the linear boundary constraints are n, n =g 2, both the RKHS and the order of regularization 
change, but the procedure to generate the orthogonal polynomials does not change. 
We plan to generalize the method in order to solve the finite moment problem with more 
general linear constraints by regularization in an appropriate RKHS. In particular we believe 
that it will be very useful to modify the method in order to recover functions with bounded 
support. 
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